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Unsteady hydrodynamics of tidal turbine blades1

Gabriel Thomas Scarletta, Ignazio Maria Violaa,∗2

aSchool of Engineering, Institute for Energy Systems, The University of Edinburgh,3

Edinburgh, EH9 3DW4

Abstract5

Tidal turbines encounter a range of unsteady flow conditions, some of which may

induce severe load fluctuations. Rotor blades can experience stall delay, load

hysteresis and dynamic stall. Yet, the range of flow conditions which cause these

effects for a full-scale axial-flow turbine are unclear. In this work we carry out

a parameter study across a range of flow conditions by modelling root bending

moment responses. We show how unsteadiness manifests along the span of the

blade, the unsteady phenomena occurring and the conditions which induce the

most significant load fluctuations. We find that waves and turbulence are the

main sources of unsteadiness, and that extreme waves dominate over extreme

turbulence. A yaw misalignment increases the load fluctuations but reduces the

maximum peak. Large yaw angles, low tip-speed ratios, and very large waves

lead to dynamic stall increasing the mean loads. Conversely, added mass effects

mostly attenuate the loadings.

Keywords: unsteady hydrodynamics, tidal energy, dynamic stall,6

wave-induced loading, turbulence-induced loading, fatigue loading7

1. Introduction8

The ocean is inherently unsteady. Currents, waves, turbulence and the chan-9

nel boundary layer present a challenging environment in which to deploy a tidal10

energy harvester. Tidal power generation is approaching a state of commercial11

readiness [1] with significant projects now underway [2]. Yet, questions remain12

regarding survivability [3, 4]. To be commercially viable devices must endure13

up to 25 years in the water without requiring major overhaul or repair.14
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As a rotor blade rotates through unsteady flow, large differences in the loads15

can occur compared to those experienced under steady conditions. A better un-16

derstanding of the conditions that induce the most significant load fluctuations17

will improve the design and longevity of the device, which in turn will reduce18

the levelised cost of tidal energy.19

The unsteady hydrodynamics of a tidal turbine blade depends on whether20

the flow is attached to, or separated from its surface. The latter induces mod-21

erate load oscillations, whereas the former can elicit significant fluctuations. In22

attached flow there are two interconnected flow phenomena. The first, known23

as the circulatory effect, arises when vorticity is shed from the trailing edge.24

This causes a change in the bound circulation around the foil and a subsequent25

amplitude reduction and phase lag in the lift response with angle of attack,26

compared to the quasi-steady value. The second, non-circulatory effect, also27

referred to as the added mass effect, is due to the time change in the pressure28

gradient over the foil. Unsteady separated flow is analogous with dynamic stall.29

This non-linear flow phenomenon manifests when unsteady separation and stall30

occur resulting in a clockwise hysteresis loop of the lift response with the an-31

gle of attack. Lift increases above the static stall angle as stall is delayed to a32

greater angle, then at a sufficiently large angle of attack a leading edge vortex33

may form and convect over the surface producing a further increase in lift. Un-34

like attached unsteady flow, lift fluctuations twice the static value can occur [5].35

For a rotor blade the combination of blade rotation, which induces a centrifugal36

and Coriolis force on the flow, with dynamic stall can produce very large lift37

amplitudes compared to the non-rotational case [6, 7].38

To date, the quantification of the unsteady loads incident to a tidal turbine39

rotor have been confined to scaled geometries, operating in simplified flows.40

Whelan et al. [8] carried out experiments on a scaled turbine in a towing tank.41

The turbine was towed at a uniform speed whilst oscillating the external car-42

riage on which it was mounted. This generates oscillations in the rotor plane43

which are uniform with depth. In an attempt to quantify the circulatory and44

added mass contributions to the forces, the authors compared measured thrust45
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data with Morrison’s equation, which conveniently separates the added mass46

and drag force. Their study concluded that, for the range of frequencies tested,47

the added mass contribution was small. Milne et al. [9, 10] also carried out tow-48

ing tank experiments and compared root bending moment measurements with49

Theodorsen’s theory [11] which separates the circulatory and non-circulatory lift50

response. These results revealed that circulatory effects dominate over added51

mass effects at low frequencies.52

With regard to separated flow, Milne et al. [9] determined that, at low53

tip-speed ratios, the flow was separated over most of the blade span, which for54

high frequency forcing caused the root bending moment to exceed the quasi-55

steady value by up to 25%. In a later study, Milne et al. [12] identified the56

key stages of dynamic stall in the root bending moment hysteresis. Galloway57

et al. [13] investigated the effects of a yaw misalignment and waves using a58

wave tank to generate linear waves. Results were compared with an in house59

blade-element momentum code, which included a dynamic stall and dynamic60

inflow correction. The experimental results revealed that the median value of61

the root bending moment was exceeded by up to 175% during the presence of62

large waves. The authors concluded that the effect of dynamic stall is limited63

and, therefore, can be neglected in some cases, despite not making comparison64

with quasi-steady values. In our recent study we quantified the loads for a full-65

scale, 1 MW horizontal axes tidal turbine operating in large wave conditions66

[7]. The loads, moments and power were modelled using measured flow velocity67

data from the European Marine Energy Center. The study revealed that, when68

operating at the optimal tip-speed ratio, separation and dynamic stall is confined69

to the blade root, which is in agreement with Galloway et al. [13]. However,70

reducing the tip-speed ratio led to increased flow separation and dynamic stall,71

which caused overshoots in the mean root bending moment compare to simple72

quasi-steady approximation. These latter findings concurs with the experiments73

of Milne et al. [12].74

Overall, these past results show that, in some realistic unsteady flow condi-75

tions, the flow around the blade is dominated by dynamic stall, and this results76
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in large load peaks and lower energy efficiency. However, there has yet to be a77

comprehensive study of global and local blade loadings for a broad range of flow78

conditions. In this paper we explore the different unsteady phenomena occur-79

ring along the blade span due to the shear layer, turbulence, waves and a yaw80

misalignment. Using our recently developed unsteady load model for arbitrary81

forcing [7], we identify the conditions which elicit the most significant load fluc-82

tuations and, for these conditions, how unsteadiness manifests along the span of83

the blade. We determine which blade section incurs the largest load fluctuations84

and whether added mass effects are amplifying or attenuating them.85

2. Turbine specification86

The dimensions of a 3-bladed, 1 MW tidal turbine representative of the87

Tidal Generation Ltd. DEEPGEN IV device deployed at the European Marine88

Energy Center (EMEC) test site during the ReDAPT project are considered.89

Schematic views of the port and front sides of the turbine are shown in Figure 1.90

A Cartesian coordinate system is placed at the still water level (SWL). The91

freestream current velocity is in the x direction, y is the port side direction and92

z is the vertical coordinate positive above the SWL. A cylindrical coordinate93

system with origin at the hub describes the radial (r) position along the blade,94

which extends to the tip (R = 9 m), and the azimuthal angle of the blade (ψ),95

which tracks the position of the blade as it rotates counter-clockwise from the z96

axis where ψ = 0. Also shown are the radius of the hub (Rh = 1.0 m), the water97

depth (d = 45m) and the distance from the hub to the SWL (z0 = 27m). The98

chord (c) and geometrical twist (βg) distributions along the blade span, follow99

those from Gretton [14]. This blade profile transitions to a circle at 0.13R. We100

model all sections from 0.15R to the tip (R) with the NREL S814 geometry,101

which has a uniform maximum thickness in relation to the chord of 24%.102

In a previous study the turbine was found to yield a peak power coefficient103

CP = 0.47 when operating at a tip-speed ratio (λ = 4.5). Full details of this104

study can be found in Scarlett et al. [7]105
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the tested tidal turbine.

3. Unsteady phenomena106

The unsteady flow oscillations encountered by a tidal turbine blade vary107

in amplitude and frequency. As a blade rotates through the shear layer or108

during a yaw misalignment it will encounter a once (1P) or even twice (2P)109

per revolution load frequency response. Likewise, the rotor will sample waves110

and turbulence of varying amplitude and frequency. Long period waves of 10 s111

period, 5 m high waves addressed in our previous work can induce very large112

angles of attack [7]. The types of unsteady phenomena that materialise for a113

range of flow conditions are herein explained. These are split into attached and114

separated flow phenomena.115

3.1. Attached flow116

We investigate attached flow effects analytically for simple harmonic forcing117

using Theodorsen’s theory [11] for a blade section and Loewy’s theory [15] for118

a rotor blade.119

Theodorsen provides the unsteady lift coefficient for a flat plate undergoing

oscillations in angle of attack (α), pitch or plunge [11]. The solution is given
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explicitly, but restricted to pure harmonic forcing. Here we assume the forcing

is pure α oscillations of the form α(t) = ᾱ+α0e
i2πft, where ᾱ is the mean value,

α0 the amplitude, f the forcing frequency and t is time. Theodorsen’s solution

is then

CL = [iπk + 2πC(k)]α(t). (1)

The first term in Equation 1 is the non-circulatory, added mass effect, and the

second term, is the circulatory effect. C(k), which multiplies the circulatory

term is Theodorsen’s complex transfer function, defined as

C(k) =
H

(2)
1 (k)

H
(2)
1 (k) + iH

(2)
0 (k)

, (2)

where H
(2)
v = Jv − iYv is a Hankel function of the second kind; Jv and Yv are

Bessel functions of the first and second kind respectively; v refers to the order,

which in this model takes either the value 0 or 1. The argument k is the reduced

frequency, a non-dimensional parameter that is a measure of the unsteadiness.

In general, the flow is said to be unsteady if k > 0.05, and highly unsteady for

k > 0.2 [16]. The reduced frequency is defined as

k =
πfc

Ur
, (3)

where Ur is the relative velocity.120

Using Theodorsen’s theory we investigate how the lift response varies at a121

blade section near the tip (r ≈ 0.98R and c ≈ 0.8 m), where the flow is attached.122

Three values of k are simulated: k = 0.07, k = 0.16 and k = 0.31. Representing123

a 10 s period wave, a 1P and a 2P forcing, respectively. The turbine is operating124

at the optimum λ = 4.5. For each case we assume a moderate forcing Ur = 7.0125

ms−1, α0 = 4◦, and ᾱ = 5◦. The results are shown in Figure 2, alongside the126

quasi-steady value (2πα) corresponding to k = 0, for comparison. We observe127

that the unsteady responses are counter-clockwise hysteresis in CL with α, and128

that there is an amplitude reduction and phase lag compared to the quasi-steady129

value, which for this k range decreases inversely with k.130

Theodorsen’s model conveniently separates the circulatory and non-circulatory

components, enabling the contribution of each to the total CL response to be
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Figure 2: Unsteady lift coefficient given by Theodorsen for a section near the tip of the blade.

The static linear value (2πα) is shown for comparison.

quantified. Defining the normalised lift coefficient amplitude (ζ) as

ζ =
|CL|

2π|α0|
= |(F + iG) + i

k

2
|, (4)

where the first and second terms are the circulatory and added mass components131

respectively, F = Re(C(k)) and G = Im(C(k)). In Figure 3(a) the contribution132

to ζ is shown for k ∈ {0, ..., 4}. We find that if k ≤ 1.8 then ζ < 1, however,133

when k > 1.8, the amplitude exceeds the steady value (ζ > 1) and then increases134

with k, approaching the added mass linear response in the limit. Figure 3(b)135

shows a magnification of the region k ∈ {0, 1}, which is the range in which a136

a tidal turbine operates. Interestingly in the interval [0 < k < 0.56], added137

mass dampens the total response. This is because the circulatory and added138

mass components are combined vectorially. Since tidal turbines mostly operate139

within this interval, added mass effects are unlikely to become a problem. This is140

important since it has been suggested [8, 17] that the high density of water might141

lead to significant added mass effects for tidal turbines. However, this is not the142

case as long as k < 0.56. Conversely, the circulatory response, associated with143

dynamic inflow, is the significant effect, which concurs with the scale model144
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Figure 3: Normalised amplitude of the total, circulatory and non-circulatory coefficients with

reduced frequency for pure angle of attack oscillations.a, full range, b, tidal turbine range.

results of Milne et al. [9]. Clearly the observation from Figure 2, that the145

amplitude reduces inversely with k, are only true inside the interval [0 < k <146

0.56]. For k > 0.56 the relationship inverts.147

Loewy [15] addressed the problem of a helicopter rotor in hover, where a148

blade section may encounter its own returning vorticity and that of neighbouring149

blades. The solution was to modify Theodorsen’s function with a new term.150

This term modifies CL depending on k, the wake spacing (hw) and the frequency151

ratio (m = f/fr), where fr is the rotational frequency of the rotor. A tidal152

turbine is analogous to a helicopter rotor in hover, however, the wake convects153

with the mean velocity rather than the induced downwash.154

In Loewy’s model C ′ is used in place of C in Equation 1, where

C ′(k,W ) =
H

(2)
1 (k) + 2J1(k)W

H
(2)
1 (k) + iH

(2)
0 (k) + J1(k) + iJ0(k)W

, (5)

and Loewy’s function (W ) is defined

W (k, hw,m) = (ekhwei2πm/Nb − 1)−1, (6)
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where Nb is the number of blades. The wake spacing parameter is

hw =
2vi
frNbc

, (7)

where vi is the averaged wake convection velocity. For a helicopter rotor, vi is

the average induced downwash, whereas for a tidal turbine it is the streamwise

velocity. From actuator disc theory, the convective velocity at the blade is

U0(1−ā), where U0 is the mean current velocity and ā is the mean axial induction

factor. In the far wake, the convective velocity is U0(1 − 2ā). A simple linear

average between the two velocities gives

vi = U0

(
1− 3

2
ā
)
. (8)

In Figure 4, hysteresis loops of CL are precicted for a section near the tip using155

both Loewy and Theodorsen’ models. The predictions are compared for k ∈156

{0.07, 0.16, 0.24, 0.31, 0.47, 0.72}. For each case we assume α0 = 4◦, ᾱ = 5◦, λ =157

4.5, U0 = 2.7 ms−1, ā = 0.3 and Ur = 7.0 ms−1. We observe that as k increases,158

the phase lag and amplitude reduction from 2πα also increases. For the lowest k,159

corresponding to a large 10 s wave, we observe that the width of the hysteresis160

ellipse predicted by Loewy is reduced compared to Theodorsen’s prediction.161

However, the amplitude is slightly increased. The amplitude predicted by Loewy162

continues this trend until k = 0.31, which corresponds to a 3P forcing. For larger163

k there is a greater added mass contribution and the difference between the two164

theories becomes negligible. Thus, for this turbine and operating conditions, a165

slight increase in the amplitude of CL is expected for k < 0.3 due to returning166

and neighboring wakes.167

3.2. Separated flow168

Dynamic stall is when unsteady separation and stall occurs, resulting in a169

clockwise hysteresis loop of CL with α. Unlike attached unsteady flow, large fluc-170

tuations above static CL can occur. There are two dynamic stall regimes: light171

stall and deep stall. Under light dynamic stall, moderate oscillations around the172

static stall angle (αss) occur. The unsteady motion causes stall delay, a process173
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Figure 4: Unsteady lift coefficient given by Theodorsen and Loewy for a section near the blade

tip for a range of oscillation frequencies.

whereby the angle of attack increases sufficiently rapidly such that separation is174

prevented beyond αss, and CL increases beyond the maximum static value. In175

deep dynamic stall the oscillations far exceed αss and the critical α for dynamic176

stall is attained, at which point a leading edge vortex (LEV) forms, detaches177

and convects downstream. The convection of the LEV over the surface can178

produce load overshoots of 100% or more above the quasi-steady value [18].179

Dynamic stall load hysteresis loops are predicted using the model of Sheng180

et al. [19], with a modification to account for rotational augmentation using181

the model of Lindenburg [20]. Full details of the model, including a validation182

case are described in Scarlett et al. [7]. Figure 5(a) shows representative load183

hysteresis at a mid-blade section where r ≈ 0.56R and c ≈ 1.26 m, for a har-184

monic forcing, f = 0.1 Hz, α0 = 5◦ and ᾱ = 10◦. We observe that CL increases185

linearly past αss ≈ 12◦, until the end of the cycle, then CL lightly stalls and186

returns to the static value. In Figure 5(b) the load hysteresis loop is shown187

for a blade section near the root where r ≈ 0.15R and c ≈ 1.6 m. A larger188

α0 = 10◦ and ᾱ = 14◦ occur due to the reduced tangential velocity here which189
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Figure 5: Unsteady lift coefficient with angle of attack for (a) light dynamic stall and (b) deep

dynamic stall.

increases the flow angle. CL increases linearly above αss until α ≈ 19◦, which190

is the critical angle for dynamic stall. The flow then separates at the leading191

edge, and there is a build up of circulation into a concentrated vortex. A LEV192

then detaches and convects over the chord, producing a load overshoot more193

than twice the quasi-steady value. The vortex sheds near the trailing edge and194

stall occurs. However, as α continues to increase, a secondary vortex forms,195

producing a slight CL recovery at α ≈ 23◦. Deep stall then occurs and CL196

rapidly decreases. Once α becomes sufficiently small, the flow reattaches.197

4. Global blade response to unsteady flow conditions198

In this section we investigate the wide range of unsteady flow conditions

which a tidal turbine blade may encounter. Firstly, individual 1P, turbulence

and wave forcings are considered. These results are used to select combined

realistic flows which are further examined. The responses are categorised by

the standard deviation of the root bending moment coefficient (CMy
), defined
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as

CMy
=

2My

πR3ρU2
0

, (9)

where ρ is the fluid density. Events where the mean root bending moment co-199

efficient exceeds the quasi-steady counterpart (CMyq.s) are identified by isolines200

of the ratio (C̄My
/C̄Myq.s). This will indicate the extent to which dynamic stall201

is having a global effect.202

Simulations are carried out using our unsteady tidal turbine model which is203

described in detail in Scarlett et al. [7], and freely available to download from204

our GitHub repository [21]. There is a blade-element momentum implementa-205

tion using the solution method of Ning [22]. The unsteady loads are determined206

in the time domain for any arbitrary forcing. The model comprises of an at-207

tached load model using the time-domain solution of Wagner [23], which is208

synonymous with Theodorsen’s frequency-domain solution, and a dynamic stall209

implementation which is based on the model of Sheng et al. [19]. A modification210

is made to account for rotational augmentation using the model of Lindenburg211

[20]. It is important to note that the attached flow solution is part of the non-212

linear dynamic stall solution. When the flow remains attached, the solution213

tends to Theodorsen’s solution. However, any arbitrary forcing can be consid-214

ered. Unfortunately, there is no time domain equivalent of Loewy’s solution,215

thus returning wakes are not taken into account. However, we have seen in sec-216

tion 3 that they are a minor concern compared to separated flow phenomena.217

The quasi-steady value is predicted using static wind tunnel measurements of218

the force coefficients [24].219

4.1. Once per revolution forcing220

A once per revolution forcing due to the rotation of the blade through the

shear flow and a yaw misalignment is considered. The shear flow is associated

with the tidal channel boundary layer. The horizontal current velocity ux is non-

uniform with depth due to the presence of the bed, which causes a reduction in

the velocity profile with depth. At the bed there is no slip (ux(−d) = 0). At
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the still water level we set ux(0)= U∞. The ux profile is then defined using a

power law approximation:

ux = U∞

(z + d

d

)ν
, (10)

for −d ≤ z ≤ 0. In this study ν = 1/7, which was found to be a reasonable es-

timate of the time-averaged velocity profile within the depth range of a turbine

operating at EMEC [7]. If the turbine is yawed relative to the freestream at

a yaw angle (γ) the streamwise velocity is reduced by cos(γ) and a tangential,

azimuthally varying component; ux sin(γ) cos(ψ) appears. In addition, blade

sections downstream relative to the center of the hub, encounter more of the

wake, therefore, a greater induced velocity. Conversely, blade sections upstream

of the hub, outside of the wake encounter a lower induced velocity. We incor-

porate this effect into the axial induction factor using the uncoupled approach

given by Ning et al. [25], which post corrects a after the blade-element momen-

tum algorithm converges for zero yaw. The tangential induction factor remains

unchanged. The corrected induction factor is

aγ = a
(

1 +
15π

32
µ tanχ cosψ

)
, (11)

where χ is the wake skew angle which is approximated as χ ≈ (0.6a+ 1)γ [26].221

A range of 1P inflow conditions, U0 ∈ {1.2, 3.5} ms−1, λ ∈ {3, 7} and γ ∈222

{0, 180◦} are simulated over 50 rotations. For each flow condition the standard223

deviation of the root bending moment (σCMy
) is predicted. The results displayed224

in Figure 6 show that, σCMy
increases with γ and the inverse of λ. At low λ,225

dynamic stall effects the mean loads, even when the only source of unsteadiness226

is the rotation through the shear layer. This is evident by the 1.00 isoline227

indicating the boundary where C̄My
/C̄My(q.s) becomes positive for the γ = 0228

case. The range increases to λ ≈ 4 for γ = 40◦, and λ ≈ 4.5 for the largest229

γ = 50◦ case. However, as γ increases the ratio decreases, with no values above230

1.10 occurring for γ > 20◦. At high λ, added mass effects result in lower CMy231

compared to the quasi-steady counterpart. However, we found that the ratio is232

never below 0.95, and hence no isolines of values below unity are displayed.233
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Thus, at low λ, unsteady conditions will always increase the mean loads234

compared to a quasi-steady prediction. This is due to the slower rotational235

speed, which reduces the tangential velocity, which increases α. As α increases236

along the blade, dynamic stall becomes the dominant loading regime. This has237

previously been reported for large wave induced loads when operating at lower,238

sub-optimal values of λ [7]. These results show that the yaw misalignment must239

be extremely significant to affect the mean loads at the optimal λ.

0

0.01

0.02

0.03

Figure 6: Filled contour map showing the standard deviation of the root bending moment

due to varying current velocity, tip-speed ratio and yaw angle. Solid contour lines show the

ratio between the mean root bending moment and the quasi-steady counterpart.

240

4.2. Turbulence forcing241

Turbulent velocity fluctuations are synthesised using the von Kármán atmo-242

spheric turbulence spectrum [27], which has widely been used in wind engineer-243

ing and wind energy research [26]. State of the art spectral methods simulate244

spatially coherent, three-dimensional turbulence. However, this requires spatial245

correlations of the flow, which, to date have not been recorded for tidal chan-246

nel turbulence. Therefore, in this study we assume that turbulence is spatially247

uniform.248
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The streamwise synthetic velocity spectra Sx is defined as

Sx =
4Lxσx
U0

1

(1 + 70.7n2)
5
6

, (12)

where Lx is the length scale in meters; σx is the standard deviation defined as

σx = IxU0, where Ix is the streamwise turbulent intensity; n = Lxft/U0 and ft

is the turbulent frequency component. The velocity spectra in the y-direction

is

Sy =
4Lyσy
U0

1 + 753.6n2

(1 + 282.8n2)
11
6

, (13)

where σy = Rtσx, Ly = RtLx and Rt is the anisotropy ratio. For Rt = 1,

turbulence is isotropic and anisotropic if Rt < 1. Here we assume Sz = Sy.

Velocity time series are simulated using the method of Shinozuka [28]:

ui =
√

2∆ft

N∑
j=1

√
Sij cos

(
2πftj t+ Φj

)
, (14)

where i denotes x, y or z; ∆ft is the frequency spacing, N the number of ft249

components and Φ is the phase angle, which is a uniformly distributed random250

variable between 0 and 2π. The velocity time series generated using the Shi-251

nozuka method was found to conserve the input standard deviation to the von252

Kármán spectrum and to be approximately normally distributed.253

Recent characterisation studies of the turbulent flow structure at the Sound254

of Islay ascertained that the von Kármán spectra predicted well the measured255

velocity spectra [29, 30]. Here we compare the streamwise velocity spectra256

measured at EMEC with that predicted using the von Kármán spectra. Mea-257

surements were recorded using a Single-Beam Acoustic Doppler Profiler at a258

sample rate of 4 Hz, full details of the data acquisition method can be found259

in Sellar et al. [31]. The flow sample was measured during flood tide with no260

waves present. The location x = −20 m, y = 0 m and z = −27 m, corresponds261

to hub height. The measured flow statistics are: U0 = 2.74 ms−1, Ix = 9% and262

Lx = 26.5 m. In Figure 7, the modelled spectra fits the measured data well.263

Doppler noise from the instrument distorts the measurements from about 0.5264

Hz, without this the profile would continue along the 5/3 slope or decrease.265
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Figure 7: Comparison of the measured and modelled streamwise velocity spectra from the

European Marine Energy Center in Orkney.

A range of turbulent parameters, Ix ∈ {5, 20}%, and Rt ∈ {0.5, 1}, are266

simulated over 50 rotations with Lx = 20 m and λ = 4.5. From the results shown267

in Figure 8, it is clear that increasing turbulence intensity elicits the greatest268

change in σCMy
, and that isotropic turbulence produces similar fluctuations to269

anisotropic turbulence. Notably, there are no isolines showing where the ratio270

between C̄My
and C̄My(q.s) exceeds unity, which indicates that turbulence in271

isolation does not affect the mean loads for a rotor operating at optimal λ.

0

0.01

0.02

0.03

Figure 8: Filled contour map showing the standard deviation of the root bending moment

due to varying turbulence intensity and anisotropy ratio.
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4.3. Wave forcing273

A tidal turbine will encounter a large range of waves with varying significant

wave height (Hs) and apparent wave period (Ta). In our previous work we con-

sidered a measured time series from EMEC during the presence of large waves

with Hs = 5 m and Ta = 10 s [7]. Here we model a range of waves to investi-

gate the effect of amplitude, frequency and direction. We model wave particle

velocities using Stokes second-order wave theory for monochromatic waves (see,

for instance, Dean and Dalrymple [32]). The streamwise wave particle velocity

is

ux =
gHsK

2ωa

coshK(z + d)

cosh(Kd)
cos(Kx− ωat)+

3

16
H2
sωaK

cosh 2K(z + d)

sinh4(Kd)
cos
(

2(Kx−ωat)
)
,

(15)

and the depthwise particle velocity (uz) is

uz =
gHsK

2ωa

sinhK(z + d)

cosh(Kd)
sin(Kx− ωat)+

3

16
H2
sωaK

sinh 2K(z + d)

sinh4(Kd)
sin
(

2(Kx−ωat)
)
,

(16)

where g is gravitational acceleration, K the wave number in m−1 and ωa the

angular wave frequency. The wave number is determined by solving (iteratively)

the linear dispersion relation, including a Doppler shift to superimpose the effect

of the current, given by

(ωa +KU∞ cos θ)2 = gK tanh(Kd), (17)

where θ is the oblique wave angle relative to U∞. As with γ, the component per-274

pendicular to the rotor becomes ux cos(θ) and a tangential azimuthally varying275

component (ux sin θ cosψ) appears.276

A number of waves are simulated with parameters, Hs ∈ {1, 6} m, Ta ∈277

{2, 12} s and θ ∈ {0, 180◦}. The predicted σCMy
for all flow combinations are278

shown in Figure 9. We find that the load amplitude is proportional to Ta and,279

to a lesser extent, Hs. Waves following the tidal current (θ = 0) lead to greater280

amplitude fluctuations at shorter wave periods, compared to waves opposing281

the current (θ = 180◦). The amplitude is significantly reduced for θ = 2π/5282

and 3π/5. This is because the perpendicular velocity component becomes small283

17



for angles close to π/2. The isolines show that ratio between C̄My and C̄My(q.s)284

only exceeds unity for the most extreme waves.285

These results confirm that Ta has more influence on blade loads than Hs286

and that the load amplitude is increased when waves follow the current.
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Figure 9: Filled contour map showing the standard deviation of the root bending moment due

to varying wave period, wave height and wave direction. Solid contour lines show the ratio

between the mean root bending moment and the quasi-steady counterpart.

287

4.4. Combined forcing288

Combinations of shear, yaw, waves and turbulence are simulated to deter-289

mine which combined flow condition produces the largest fluctuations. Informed290

by the results from the individual forcing tests, the flow parameters considered291

are: isotropic turbulence with Ix = 0.1 and Lx = 20 m, waves of Hs = 5 m,292

Ta = 10 s and θ = 0 and a yaw misalignment of γ = 30◦. The turbine operates293

at the optimum, λ = 4.5 and at the velocity for rated power, U0 = 2.7 ms−1.294

Shear is present for all cases, with ν = 1/7.295

A small correction is made to combine the effect of a yawed rotor sampling

waves. When this happens, wave particle velocities either lead or lag relative to

those experienced at the hub. We use the correction given by Galloway et al.

18



[13] where a lag tx is applied to t in Equation 15 and Equation 16, which is

defined as

tx =
r sinψ sin γ

U∞
. (18)

The spectral method ensures that the expected value and standard devia-296

tion both remain constant. However, random phasing could potentially produce297

extraordinarily extreme values due to components combining or cancelling. To298

ensure extreme values are statistical significance we simulated 104 random sam-299

ples and recorded the minimum (minux) and maximum (maxux) velocities for300

each sample and determine a 95% confidence interval (CI). The sample his-301

tograms are shown in Figure 10, which are fitted to the generalised extreme302

value distribution. Using this distribution we computed the 95% CI for the

Figure 10: Histogram and generalized extreme value distribution fit for (a) the minimum

turbulent velocity variation and (b) the maximum turbulent velocity variation. In (c) the

velocity time series histogram is fitted to a normal distribution.

303

minimum and maximum values as [1.617 - 2.025] and [3.375 - 3.785], respec-304

tively. Ensuring that extreme values remain inside this 95% CI, ensures that a305

statistically significant case is used for comparison. In addition, identical tur-306

bulent times series are used for all cases. The extreme values for the sample we307

use are: minux = 1.864 m−1 and maxux = 3.488 m−1, which are comfortably308
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inside the confidence interval. The histogram of the sample time series is shown309

in Figure 10 (c), which as shown approximately fits a normal distribution.310

The distribution of CMy
over 100 rotations are presented as a boxplot for311

each forcing. A boxplot shows the distribution of the quartiles as illustrated in312

Figure 11. The boxplots for the eight possible flow combinations are shown in313

Figure 12. As expected, shear in isolation produces the shortest CMy
spread and314

the inclusion of a yaw misalignment reduces the median value and increases the315

spread. Turbulence significantly increases the spread and produces some very316

large outliers. The total spread of CMy due to waves is shorter than the turbu-317

lence case, however, the interquartile range (IQR), containing the 25th to 75th318

percentiles has the largest spread of the set. Combining waves with turbulence,319

produces the widest spread in the set (ignoring outliers). The further inclusion320

of a yaw misalignment with waves and turbulence produces both the minimum321

and maximum values in the set. Having identified that waves combined with

25% quartile (Q1) 75% quartile (Q3)

Figure 11: Box plot descriptor.

322

turbulence produce the largest CMy amplitude, a range of waves combined with323

turbulence are simulated with and without a yaw misalignment to determine324

which cases lead to C̄My(q.s) overshoots. The predicted σCMy
are shown in Fig-325

ure 13 (a) for γ = 0 and (b) for γ = 30◦. Comparing the two cases, there is a326

small reduction in σCMy
across the full range for γ = 30◦, confirming that a yaw327

misalignment reduces σCMy
when combined with waves and turbulence. The328

range and severity of C̄My(q.s) overshoots for γ = 0 compared to waves without329

turbulence (Figure 9) is unchanged. Whereas for γ = 30◦ both have increased,330

with more than a quarter of the test space affected.331
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Turbulence

Waves

Turbulence with yaw

Waves with yaw

Waves with turbulence

Waves with yaw and turbulence

Figure 12: Box plot showing the summary statistics for the root bending moment time history

over 50 blade rotations for several unsteady flow conditions. The circles indicate outliers.

5. Unsteadiness along the span332

In this section we investigate how unsteadiness unfolds along the blade for333

different flow combinations and reveal which unsteady phenomena are occurring.334

5.1. Unsteady loading from combined flow335

The unsteady response at three span locations, tip (r = 0.98R), mid (r =336

0.56R) and root (r = 0.15R), are analysed for each combined flow. Box plots337

shown in Figure 14 present the CL summary statistics at each location. Notably,338

both the mean and the amplitude of CL grow as we travel inboard from the tip,339

and become very large at the root. As with CMy , the mean value is reduced340

when the rotor is yawed. The case without a yaw misalignment (waves with341

turbulence), as expected, produces the largest median at each location. This342

also yields the widest spread at the tip and mid locations, however, conversely343

the shortest at the root. At the root the inclusion of a yaw misalignment induces344

extremely large fluctuations, especially when combined with turbulence. The345

case where all flow conditions are present leads to a maximum CL ≈ 5, which346
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Figure 13: Filled contour map showing the standard deviation of the root bending moment

due to varying wave period and wave height combined with turbulence for (a) zero yaw angle

and (b) yaw angle of 30◦. Solid contour lines show the ratio between the mean root bending

moment and the quasi-steady counterpart.

is extreme. The reason being the very large α fluctuations arising from the347

slow tangential velocity, coupled with the tangential component induced by the348

rotor misalignment. This case also produces the widest spread along with the349

maximum and minimum values for the set. Interestingly, at the root, when350

turbulence and yaw combine, a much wider CL spread than waves with yaw351

occurs. Waves combined with turbulence produces the smallest spread in the352

set, whereas this forcing produced the widest CMy spread (see Figure 12).353

While the results in Figure 14 show the largest unsteady loadings in relative354

terms (relative to the local dynamic pressure), Figure 15 shows how these are355

relevant in absolute terms. Here we show the distributed thrust force (FT ) at356

the three blade locations. This force component is responsibly for My. The357

pattern is quite different from CL. Notably, with dimensions considered, the358

median value decreases as we travel inboard from tip. The FT spread is reduced359

at the root, which is most notable for yawed cases. There is little difference360

between the spread at the tip and mid sections, since the larger CL at the mid361
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Figure 14: Box plot showing the summary statistics for the lift coefficient time history over

50 blade rotations for several unsteady flow conditions at the tip mid and root blade sections.

section counteracts the smaller Ur compared to the tip. The combination of362

waves with turbulence produces the largest median, peak and widest spread of363

the set, which, occurs at the mid-section.364

5.2. Local unsteady characteristics365

Here a visualisation of the unsteady phenomena discussed in section 3 is366

given for each of the four flow combinations by displaying on the blade: the367

location and duration of flow separation, leading edge vortex shedding, highly368

unsteady regions, where returning wakes are discernible and where added mass369

is significant. The frequencies used to compute k were determined by analysing370

the CL frequency spectrum, whereby the three highest peaks at the tip, mid-371

section and root of the blade were selected.372

The representative blades in Figure 16 show (a) turbulence and yaw, (b)373

waves and yaw, (c) waves, turbulence and yaw and (d) waves and turbulence.374

The results reveal that variation in the unsteady phenomena is dependent on375

the flow forcing. The flow becomes highly unsteady (k > 0.2) for every case,376

however, the transition point on the blade depends on the forcing. For γ = 0 (d)377

this occurs at the root of the blade, whereas for turbulence combined with a yaw378
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Figure 15: Box plot showing the summary statistics for the thrust force time history over 50

blade rotations for several unsteady flow conditions at the tip mid and root blade sections.

misalignment, transition occurs outboard of the mid-section. Interestingly, only379

two of the flow conditions have regions where added mass effects are significant380

(k > 0.56). These are when either turbulence (a) or waves (b) are combined381

with yaw misalignment. For blade (a) undergoing turbulence and yaw, the382

affected area is almost a quarter of the span. This case also contains the set383

maximum k ≈ 0.9. Compared to blade (b), the affected region is only half the384

size and confined to the very bottom of the blade where the global effect is385

negligible due to the low relative velocity and short moment arm. In addition,386

the flow is separated inside these regions, thus, dynamic stall will govern the387

loading. We observe at the outer sections of each blade that the flow is attached388

and that k < 0.3. Therefore, returning wakes will give rise to slightly larger389

amplitudes than predicted by the model. Observing separated flow phenomena,390

it is clear that both regimes of dynamic stall (light and deep) occur on each391

blade. The blade without a yaw misalignment (d) contains the largest region392

of flow separation, spanning from the hub to r ≈ 6 m. Deep dynamic stall,393

identified by the presence of the LEV, is mostly confined to the blade root.394

However, for waves with both turbulence and yaw (c) the region covers almost395
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a third of the span. As shown in Figure 13, this leads to an overshoot in C̄My .
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Figure 16: Parameterisation of unsteady effects along the blade, showing reduced frequency

boundaries, dynamic stall and leading edge vortex shedding (indicated by black circles). The

flow cases are; (a) turbulence and yaw, (b) waves and yaw, (c) waves, turbulence and yaw and

(d) waves and turbulence.

396

5.3. Unsteady characteristics outside rated power397

So far we have assumed that the turbine operates at rated power (U0 =398

2.7ms−1). We now ask, how do the unsteady effects change below or above399

the rated velocity? Below rated power the turbine operates at the optimum400

tip-speed ratio, so the relative velocity will decrease as will the amplitude of401

the oscillations. So flow separation will be reduced. Above rated velocity the402

power must be controlled to match the rated value. If the device has a pitch403

mechanism, the blades are pitched towards the inflow to reduce α and CL, whilst404

the rotor speed is kept constant [33]. If the turbine is without a pitch mechanism,405

the power can be actively controlled by reducing the rotor speed, referred to as406
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”underspeed” [34]. The latter will reduce λ. Referring back to Figure 6, we see407

from the solid isolines that this will lead to increased separation and dynamic408

stall. For a pitch regulated turbine the consequences are unclear. To investigate409

we reproduced the cases shown in Figure 16 with U0 = 3.2 ms−1 and pitched410

the blades by 4.6◦. The results presented in Figure 17 show that separation still411

occurs at the same locations on the blade but the duration has reduced. The412

severity of the unsteadiness in terms of k has also reduced due to the increase413

in Ur. For waves with turbulence (d),there are no sections undergoing highly414

unsteady oscillations (k > 0.2). The range of LEV shedding increases for all415

cases undergoing a yaw misalignment, whereas for the case without (d) the range416

decreases. Hence, for a pitch controlled turbine operating above rated velocity,417

LEV shedding would increase if a yaw misalignment is present.
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Figure 17: Parameterisation of unsteady effects along the blade for a pitch controlled turbine,

showing reduced frequency boundaries, dynamic stall and leading edge vortex shedding (in-

dicated by black circles). The flow cases are; (a) turbulence and yaw, (b) waves and yaw, (c)

waves, turbulence and yaw and (d) waves and turbulence.

418
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6. Conclusions419

A better understanding of the unsteady loads encountered by a full-scale420

tidal turbine blade will aid the future development of tidal power. In this study421

we simulated loadings on the blade due to yaw, shear, turbulence and waves to422

determine which flow conditions induce the most significant load fluctuations on423

the blade and highlight which unsteady phenomena are occurring. Our results424

show that turbulence, waves or yaw misalignment can lead to load peaks that are425

twice the median load. The most significant root bending moment amplitudes426

are produced by large (Hs > 2 m), long period waves (Ta > 5 s) which follow427

the current, and that the amplitude is further increased when combined with428

turbulence (Ix > 10%). In comparison, loadings caused by the blade rotating429

through the shear layer are negligible. Extreme waves (Hs > 5 m) dominate430

over extreme turbulence (Ix > 15%). Large yaw angles (γ > 30◦), low tip-speed431

ratios (λ < 4) and very large waves (Hs > 5 m) elicit overshoots in the time432

averaged blade root bending moment compared to the quasi-steady prediction.433

This indicates that dynamic stall is having a global affect. A yaw misalignment434

leads to larger fluctuations and a lower median value which in turn reduces the435

peak load. Locally, yaw induces extreme lift coefficients at the root of the blade.436

However, when dimensions are considered, the thrust force, which is normal to437

the blade, is larger at the tip than at the root. The largest thrust force occurs438

at the mid-section during large waves and turbulence.439

Below a critical reduced frequency of 0.56, the added mass effects damp the440

total response, but above this value significant load fluctuation can occur. For441

the range of flow combinations experienced by tidal turbine blades, added mass442

effects mostly attenuated the load fluctuations and only became significant in443

the presence of a very large yaw misalignment. Flow separation is most prevalent444

with waves, leading to light dynamic stall (i.e. periodic trailing edge separation)445

over a large region of the blade. However, deep dynamic stall occurs for all flow446

combinations near the hub of the blade. These conclusions are valid for any tidal447

current velocity up to rated velocity, which produces the maximum power the448
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turbine is designed for. When the current speed further increases, the power and449

the loads on the turbine must be kept constant to prevent failures. If the power450

is regulated fixing the rotational speed and pitching the blades to feather, then451

the effect of yaw misalignment becomes even more critical. In these conditions,452

the region affected by dynamic stall extends to half of the blade span.453

We showed that turbulence, waves or yaw misalignment can lead to extreme454

load peaks. Moreover, low tip-speed ratios, as well as large yaw misalignment455

can cause the mean root bending moment to overshoot the mean value predicted456

by a quasi-steady approximation. For these reasons it is advisable that unsteady457

phenomena are always considered in the assessment of both the instantaneous458

and time-averaged loads on a turbine.459
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